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INTRODUCTION
On the year under review Women Action Towards Economic Development
(WATED) implemented various activities. In the activities which were conducted
by organization, some involved support from developing partners and others
were implemented through networking with other Civil Society. WATED also
coordinated activities in collaboration with UN One and THRDC.
It is in this report the summary of activities which were conducted under period
of review will be highlighted.
Our appreciations go to all our partners who made these activities to become a
reality. We appreciate all contributions which were made to our organist ion both
financially and in kind.
TRAININGS ON LAND RIGHTS TO WOMEN IN ULANGA AND KISARAWE
Brief of districts were training was conducted:
Lupiro is one of the 24 wards in Ulanga Districts in Morogoro Region in
Tanzania. Lupiro ward has a total of 16,329 populations, 8,037 being males and
8,292 female1. The main economic activities carried out by people in Lupiro are
mainly on livestock keeping, agricultural activities and commercial businesses.
The ethnic group of Lupiro are mixed with various tribes such as Sukuma and
Pogoro speaking people.

Kisarawe is among 7 districts in the Pwani region of Tanzania. The Kisarawe
district is administratively divided into 15 wards few to mention are:
Cholesamvula, Kibuta, Kiluvya, Kisarawe etc. It is bordered by Kibaha district in
the North, Mukuranga district in the East, Rufiji district in the South and
Morogoro region in the West2.According to the 2012 Tanzania National Census,
the population of the Kisarawe district was 101,598 while males being 50,631
and 50,967 females.
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The 2012 Population and Housing Census page 60

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kisarawe_District
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Trainings in both regions was conducted from total number of three days, which
after the trainings participants were required to empower four women in their
localities for the period of three months of which after that another training
whereas women will bring in other fellow women to share their experiences and
inquire more clarification on areas which they will still be facing difficulties; and
the last segment of the training will be round discussion in form of monitoring
and evaluation between the first group of 40 women in both districts with other
women whom benefited from the program.
Exceptionally, in designing of the program we also look into the possibility of
establishing the training center at Kisarawe with a purpose of continuing to
reach out more communities in coastal region but also to enable women to have
a center where they can be able to meet and share their concerns. The center
will be operating closely with the Municipal offices of the Kisarawe but it will
have its doors open to all other partners that to include CSOs, NGOs and
community members themselves.
Ulanga training was officiated by Mrs. Hadija Stephano Mahimbo the Community
Development Officer on 09th March 2015 while Kisarawe training was officiated
by Mr ….on behalf of the District Commissioner for Kisarawe Mrs Subira Mgao .

THE POPULATION DEVELOPMENT OF LUPIRO
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Name

Status

Population
Census
2002-08-01

Lupiro

Mixed Ward

10,684

Population
Census
2012-08-26
16,329

Area: 510.44 km² – Density
Source: National Bureau of Statistics Tanzania (web).Area figures are calculated
from geospatial data.

AIM OF TRAININGS IN ULANGA AND KISARAWE
The training were designed with a primary focus to strengthen and enhance
capacity building to the women especially on issues of land rights. In line with
that, the trainings also expanded the objective to include possible mechanisms
on which women can seek redress at times where there faced by conflicts on
land. Hence, the training also included legal protection against cultural and
investment practices which undermine women land ownership rights, with a
purpose of:
Empowering women to understand different acts which amount to economic and
gender based violence emanating from women property ownership hindrance
practices.
To become well informed on the ongoing investment strategy which involves
both local and international investments strategies. Understanding setting and
the cultural implication of women in these districts, it was vital at this stage to
allude women on best mechanism of preserving their land which have been
continuously sold out at a very minimal rates and forcing natives of these areas
to move to further interior and to some remaining without land after leasing out
their pieces of land due to different reasons and needs.
Also to empower women to understand traditions and customs those undermine
women’s land rights.
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f Figure 1: participants in group discussion at Ulanga Traing
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Ulanga participant contributing during the training

I remember when my sister’s husband died, the whole of the properties
they had acquired through their joint effort were all taken by the
deceased’s relatives. They said that their tribe does not permit a widow to
inherit properties from their husband.”

Kisarawe Participant contributions during training
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Overview of the Trainees/Participants Observation on laws was

‘hindrance of girls/women from attaining schools undermine them a lot of things
in their lives on women land rights awareness. Thereafter the session postponed
and each participant was paid and dispersed’. AND
“It true that if women are not educated it is hard for them to claim for their
rights because of lack of the knowledge except going to the farm digging and
harvesting; She agreed if women are educated they can do wonders in the
society and will be aware with their property rights”

Participants on group discussion
STRATEGIES AND EFFORTS TO ALLEVIATE FACTORS WHICH HINDER
WOMEN FROM OWNING LAND
To follow up on what as discussed and observed by participants to the training
on land rights to rural women; WATED did a follow up of activities by devising a
strategy on which women will be engage to share their stories and practices.
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in ensuring women did understood the culture practices of respective in order to
bring about required knowledge and perception change, participants were asked
to mention laws which declare the customs and laws which undermine women
properties void.
These principles were made to provide guidance in inheriting land in Tanzania
for example among one of the principles include ensuring that all persons
exercising power under the law to facilitate an equitable distribution of and
access to land by all citizens as it is provided under s.3(1) (c) of the LA. The
aim of these principles is to make equal access and ownership of land between
women and men.

Participant’s observations: “Despite Tanzania having ratified many international
conventions on the rights of women, we have never seen any implementation of
these conventions…”

Participants taking notes during training session
This activity was concluded by showing what the training has played in
continuing to play a vital role in the development of women. We argue that
women as corner stones of the society so they require frequent land rights
training to enhance their understanding and make them aware over the
increasing land grabbing and investing which has been leaving them victims by
letting them being economically dependent and poor due to various factors such
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as lack of say in decision making bodies such as village councils and family
units.
Concluding remarks by Mrs. Subila Mgalo the District Commissioner of
Kisarawe on her closing remarks that women should continue to be the catalyst
for change and positively engage other stakeholders to ensure the aspired goals
are met. She continued by pointing urging women to be advocates for social
change in their local areas especially on cultures which undermine women
property rights.
STAKEHOLDER SHARING REPORT
Women Action Towards Economic Development conducted three trainings on
Women Land Rights in districts of Ulanga and Kisarawe. Among objectives of the
training were training on legal issues with regard land of tenure and inheritance
and also to increase awareness on land rights and build confidence on women in
doing business through the available resources which for this case is land.
Alongside training project was also documenting challenges women face on the
ongoing investment activities in coastal regions particularly on land acquisition
and more importantly recommendations and interventions required to ensure
women rights are promoted and protected.
This training was conducted on 29th September 2015 at Commission for Human
Rights and Good Governance. A total number of 30 representatives from NGOs
and Media attended the report sharing session. And number of collaboration
continued after the session with other NGOs dealing on land rights issues.
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UNIVERSAL REVIEW MECHANISM – UPR
Three members of WATED participated on a workshop to Validate the national
CSOs UPR Report. This meeting took place at Double View Hotel on the 17th
September 2015. Prior to this, WATED participated in a meeting to discuss
women right issues ‘through the women thematic group under UPR. Both
meeting and the working session were coordinated by the Tanzania Human
Rights Defenders Coalition in Tanzania.
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COORDINATION OF CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANISATION
Women Action Towards Economic Development was privileged to work with
United Nation in collaboration with Tanzania Human Rights Defenders, ADF in
organising a two day workshop at the Protea Courtyard hotel on Monday 23 and
Tuesday 24 November 2015.
Theme of the workshop was Civil Society Space and Use of the UN
Mechanisms. The goal of the training was to bring together different experts
who are engaged in the promotion and protection of human rights. A total
number of 50 participants, from different parts of the country working on
various human rights issues attended the workshop.

Below is picture of WATED team and Safir Sysed who servedas Presenter during
the workshop. Mr Safir is Team Leader, Civil Society Unit National Institutions,
Regional Mechanisms, and Civil Society Section Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights
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SIXTEEN DAYS OF ACTIVISM
Together with over fifty organizations WATED celebrated 16 days of activism
which in Tanzania was coordinated by WiLDAF. Theme for this year
celebrations was FUNGUKA MLINDE MTOTO WA KIKE. This special occasion
was commemorated by a procession from the grounds to the venue which was
reserved for the celebration. WATED also conducted free talks with women at
markets in respects to issues involving gender violence and the protection
available to them.
ANTI TOURTURE WORKSHOP
Women Action Towards Economic Development was among fifty members of
NGO who participated on two days training program which was organized by
Danish Institute against Torture in collaboration with the Tanzania Human Rights
Defenders Coalition. Aim of the training was to sensitization Human Rights
activists on issues relating to anti torture and the UN convention against torture.
The workshop aimed at awareness raising and capacity building of staff
members of relevant Human rights NGOs in the country on anti-torture issues
and the UN Convention against Torture, which among other issues, it will focus
on the current situation in Tanzania, the UN convention against torture, the
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physical and psychological consequences of torture and rehabilitation of torture
victims. The workshop devised a mechanism in a sense of a forum on which
NGOs representative’s needs to be done in Tanzania.
OTHER COLLABORATIONS AND NETWORKS
In the course of this year, WATED have participated on Civic Education during
elections campaign and also participated on election observation mission which
was coordinated by CEMOT.
WATED was also represented on the meeting which was coordinated by CHESA
in collaboration with Initiative for Strategic litigation for Africa based in
Johannesburg South Africa are developing a National Data base for Lawyers and
Advocates who are willing to work on Key Population and Sexual Minorities
Issues in regards on Human Rights Violations and Public Health Based Approach.
Purpose of the meeting was to share knowledge of the continent incidents on in
respect to violence against people based on their real or imputed sexual
orientation and/ or gender identity and expression (SOGIE) are rife. In Tanzania
there is violence based on SOGIE and against people with albinism. Not only is
this violence committed in the private sphere with citizen against citizen
violence but it also occurs where the state is the perpetrator of violence against
individuals or groups of people. The issue of state and private violence against
individuals is one that is recognized at both the National and regional levels of
norm creation, with various treaties and resolutions recognizing the importance
of the state playing an active role in protecting citizens against violence.
VOLUNTARY COURSE
WATED has been able to recruit four volunteers whom have worked closely with
WATED during data collection for land rights projects, participating to meeting
with other CSOs and also other programs involves interschool’s.

Below in the picture are some of the members who participated on the training.
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Below is group of Women and Kisarawe Government officials after receiving
certificate of attendance to the training on land rights
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